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The coat of arms of the warrior has a certain improvement in strength, speed or agility,
but it does not improve the spirit.

After all, it is a reckless man.

Lu Yuan's mental abilities were not weak anymore, but he didn't need this
improvement.

The most important thing is that after the Warlord Emblem is activated, it can greatly
increase the strength, speed and agility.

The specific improvement depends on your own strength.

Withdrawing all the genetic weapons previously blessed by Lu Yuan, Lu Yuan blessed
these three new genetic weapons.

After the blessing, Lu Yuan's strength has improved a lot compared to before.

Next is the time to witness the miracle.

Lu Yuan looked forward to using the Evolution Cube, and the dark blue light slowly
shot on the ** storm epee that surrounded the gene chain selection.

Suddenly, the power of the Scarlet Storm Epee to increase the edge of the land

continued to increase, and finally increased to almost double the degree.

The Scarlet Storm Epee, which was originally a king-level, evolved to a king- level.

Tier 3 imperial gene weapon!

If it were normal, there would be no such powerful genetic weapons.
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The fierce beast with the imperial gene, the weakest is Tier 4.

Tier 3 fierce beasts will never drop imperial genetic weapons.

However, under the evolutionary cube, this impossibility has become possible.

The most amazing thing is that after evolving into a royal-level armament, the burden
brought by the blessing of the Scarlet Storm Epee is the same as that of the king-level.

In other words, Lu Yuan will not be overloaded by blessing the evolving imperial
genetic weapons.

For Lu Yuan, this is excellent news.

The only thing that is not so good is that evolution requires a lot of spiritual power.

Although it didn't cost as much as the evolution of extraordinary genes, the evolution of
the Scarlet Epee also cost Lu Yuan almost one million third-order spiritual crystals, that
is, ten thousand fifth-order spiritual crystals.

Fortunately, the treasures auctioned by Lu Yuan had basically not gone out. He now
has almost 150 million fifth-order spirit crystals recharged in the Evolution Cube, so
there is no need to worry about not having enough spirit crystals.

In addition, as long as this evolutionary genetic weapon breaks away from Lu Yuan's
genetic chain blessing, it will regress back to its original appearance, which is also a bit
cheating.

If it doesn't degenerate, Lu Yuan feels that he can evolve genetic weapons at will and
sell it.

Lu Yuan also evolved the Dark Reaper's armor and warrior's coat of arms.

After evolving the three genetic weapons to the emperor level, Lu Yuan's attributes
have nearly doubled compared to before.

Lu Yuan thought for a while, planning to try to see if he could continue to evolve.

If you evolve the imperial genetic armament to the emperor level, the improvement
should be even greater.



Lu Yuan's thoughts moved.

Suddenly, the blue light was once again integrated into the genetic weapons, and the
evolution began.

Lu Yuan was extremely excited.

It's only Tier 3, but it has blessed Emperor-class weapons, and it's still three!

What is this concept?

Lu Yuan felt like he was a little invincible.

This evolution takes a long time.

The evolution was not completed until the sky was bright outside.

Each imperial genetic weapon evolves to the emperor level, which consumes 100,000
fifth-order spirit crystals of Lu Yuan.

But the effect is extremely significant.

Compared with the imperial-level armed forces, the increase in the imperial- level
armed forces has increased by about four times.

Lu Yuan felt that only the amplification effect brought by this Tier 3 genetic weapon

was already stronger than the amplification effect brought by all the extraordinary genes
in Lu Yuan's body.

It's ridiculous.

You know, the amplification effect of Extraordinary Genes is far greater than that of the
same level of Gene Armament.

It is conceivable that the emperor-level genetic weapon is powerful.

Lu Yuan felt that his current strength was a big stage higher than his cultivation base,
and he was also a genius who had burned the king's genes.

Of course, if the other party also blessed the emperor-level genetic weapon, it would be
considered he didn't say anything.



Lu Yuan hesitated a little, and wanted to try whether he could continue to evolve to the
Saint level.

If it was really possible, Lu Yuan felt that his current strength, even the blood mad
tooth, should be able to crush it at will.

However, to evolve to the emperor level, one hundred thousand fifth-order spirit
crystals are needed.

Then, to evolve to the holy level, one must not need a million fifth-order spirit
crystals?

This is more expensive than tempering a king-level gene.

Lu Yuan was a little bit reluctant.

After thinking about it, Lu Yuan finally gritted his teeth and planned to evolve to give
it a try.

Lu Yuan wanted to continue to evolve three genetic weapons.

However, the Evolution Cube did not move.

Lu Yuan was taken aback, is it impossible to continue to evolve?

Lu Yuan is a little confused, because the Evolution Cube can only evolve to the

Emperor level?

Or is it because the king-level genetic weapons will evolve at most two levels?

Or is it for other reasons?

Lu Yuan didn't quite understand.

The Evolution Cube can't explain to Luyuan either.

The tendency of continental margins is that the evolutionary cube may not be
transformed enough.

After all, before this metamorphosis, the Evolution Cube was unable to evolve genetic

weapons.



It can evolve now, and it may have limitations.

If it changes again, maybe it can evolve to a holy level, or even a ** level?

Of course, this is just Lu Yuan's guess.

Lu Yuan didn't know the specific reason.

However, it is already very good to be able to evolve genetic weapons to the emperor
level.

Lu Yuan felt that the third-order emperor-level genetic armament might have a stronger
boost to the genetic warriors than the fourth-order king-level genetic armament.

The most important thing is that there is no need for more burdens after the blessing,
otherwise, he estimated that he would not be able to bless a third- order emperor grade
genetic weapon.

Later, Lu Yuan looked at another thing floating on the side of the gene chain.

Black bear number one.

He thought for a while, and planned to evolve the Black Bear One too.

As soon as his mind moved, the Evolution Cube had a blue light circling, covering the
Black Bear One.

Then, evolution began.

When the blue light dissipated, Black Bear One had evolved into a Tier 3 combat

shuttle.

Like genetic weapons, there is no change in appearance, but the inside is completely
different.

The maximum speed has been increased to 30 times the speed of sound, and the
defense and attack capabilities have reached the level of a third-order king.

The evolutionary cost of this kind of spiritual creature is greater than that of genetic
weapons.



Just evolving from Tier 2 to Tier 3 consumed almost 200,000 Tier 5 spirit crystals in

Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan thought for a while, planning to evolve again.

It turned out that it couldn't evolve again.

However, Lu Yuan didn't care too much. The 30 times the speed of sound had already

surpassed the speed of most kings.

If Lu Yuan wanted to escape, he would definitely use space teleportation instead of
Black Bear One.

This is just a means of transportation.

…………

Two days later.

In the place of origin, a white light flashed, and Lu Yuan appeared outside the martial
arts hall.

He just wanted to enter the martial arts training hall habitually, and suddenly
remembered that he seemed to be hunting down the kobold genius with Si Tingxue.

He patted his forehead, took out the communication crystal, and contacted Si Tingxue.

Si Tingxue's pretty face appeared on the communication crystal, Lu Yuan smiled and
said:

"Where shall we meet?"

"Go to Baiyun City.We will gather at the gate of the teleportation hall in Baiyun City."

"no problem."

Lu Yuan didn't ask much, nodded and took out Black Bear One.

Then Lu Yuan boarded the Black Bear One, came to the teleportation hall, and
teleported to Baiyun City.



After leaving the teleportation hall, Lu Yuan came to the door and waited.

Within a few minutes, Lu Yuan saw Si Tingxue and Rebecca walking out.

Si Tingxue was wearing a blue robe and holding a staff made of ice crystals, and
Rebecca was also an elemental warrior.

She was wearing a scarlet robe, and the staff in her hand looked like a red wood with a
red spar on it.

The two froze, and they looked very conspicuous.

The two also saw Lu Yuan for the first time. Rebecca smiled and waved hello to Lu
Yuan:

"A Yuan!"

Si Tingxue nodded.

Lu Yuan smiled: "Where are you going to find the positions of those kobold geniuses?"

Si Tingxue spoke proudly:

"As long as you are willing to flower Lingjing, it is not difficult to find someone else's
position. I have received news that there are four kobold geniuses on the list today, and
two of them are Tier 4. We should be a little bit difficult. Deal with it, there are two
Tier 3 Consummation fighters with the Lord's genes, one is Clara, and the other is
Zhou Er. Our goal today is them."

Lu Yuan raised his eyebrows and looked at Si Tingxue in surprise:

"Unexpectedly, you have done enough preparations."

When Si Tingxue heard this, the corner of her mouth ticked slightly:

"Know yourself and the enemy, a hundred battles will never end."

Rebecca on the side spoke distressedly:



"These are the intelligence that Xiaoxue spent a lot of spirit crystals to obtain. Now
many intelligence dealers are really making money."

Lu Yuan was a little surprised.

Unexpectedly, there are even intelligence dealers in the place of origin.

But think about it, if there are a few people, information is valuable.

He smiled: "Where are the two kobolds?"

Si Tingxue's eyes flickered slightly:

"Klara hunted and killed the fierce beast in an ice field three thousand kilometers away
from Bloodbone City, and the other Zhou Er was in a ruin near Baiyun City."

"remains?"

Lu Yuan was taken aback, a little surprised.

"It's an open relic. The precious treasures in it were taken away by the strong in
advance, but if you are lucky, you may find it and miss it. It depends on luck. The
value of the relic itself is not great."

Si Tingxue explained.

Lu Yuan nodded slightly, revealing a look of surprise.

"Then let's go to that ruin first."

Lu Yuan smiled.

"I think so too."

Si Tingxue nodded.

Lu Yuan smiled and said, "It just so happens that I have a combat shuttle, so I can go
straight to it."

Si Tingxue nodded: "Yeah."



Lu Yuan's thoughts moved, and Black Bear One appeared on the street.

However, there are so many battle shuttles and various mounts in Baiyun City, and
Black Bear One is not very conspicuous here.

But Rebecca looked at the battle shuttle with some curiosity.

"I've seen this before. It's the shuttle you used when you were in El Mechanical Ruins,
Ayuan, right?"

Lu Yuan smiled and nodded: "Yes, that's it, but it has been improved a bit. Go up."

The three got on the Black Bear One, and then the Black Bear One turned into a ray of
black light and flew towards the outside of the city.

…………

Tens of thousands of kilometers away from Baiyun City, there is a mountain range.

There are a large number of ruins in the mountains one after another, and genetic
warriors often come to this ruin, and genetic warriors leave.

The Black Bear One crossed the sky and came to this mountainous area.

Si Tingxue looked at the mountains not far away, her eyes flashed, and she said:

"Here, here is the ruin."

Lu Yuan was a little curious: "What's in that ruin?"

Si Tingxue thought about it, and said:

"It's a peculiar ruin of a sect that cultivates spiritual skills. There are many spiritual
skills in it. I heard that some powerful people have found emperor-level spiritual skills
from it."

Lu Yuan was a little surprised: "Emperor-level spiritual skills? That's good luck."

Spirit skills and combat skills are somewhat similar, they are both used through
spiritual power, but combat skills are incidental to genes, and they are abilities that are
learned by nature, and spiritual skills need to be learned by themselves.



In addition, spiritual skills can't bring the kind of increase after the extraordinary gene
is burned.

Like physique, it is also a powerful means to enhance combat power.

If it's an emperor-level spirit skill, its might and an emperor-level combat skill are
about the same.

Having mastered the emperor-level spiritual skills, it is equivalent to one more
emperor-level combat skill than others. Although there is no increase brought by the
extraordinary gene, it can still be regarded as a greatly improved one's combat
effectiveness.

Lu Yuan was a little envious.

Not only Lu Yuan, Rebecca is also looking forward to:

"I don't know if there are any other spiritual skills in it? Maybe we are lucky enough to

meet them."

Lu Yuan also nodded, "Maybe it will work."

Si Tingxue glanced at Rebecca and Lu Yuan somewhat speechlessly: "Don't expect too
much. This ruin has existed for hundreds of thousands of years. If there is anything, it
would have been taken away long ago. There are only a handful of people here who
have really gained spiritual skills, and most of them have not gained any. It is a gambler
mentality to come here."

A trace of disdain flashed in Si Tingxue's eyes: "That Zhou Er seems to be very

ordinary."

Lu Yuan and Rebecca looked at each other and both smiled.

Lu Yuan opened the mouth and said, "Is there any specific location of Zhou Er?"

Si Tingxue shook his head: "In the ruins itself, it moves all the time. Even the
intelligence dealers can't confirm the specific location. We have to go down and look

for it slowly."

"okay then."



Lu Yuan controlled the Black Bear One, came to the sky over the ruins and listened.

After that, the three jumped off the Black Bear One and landed on the ruins.

Lu Yuan put Hexiong No. 1 away, and then looked around. The ruins were covered in
ruins, and the eyes were full of broken eaves and broken walls.

Rebecca opened the mouth and said, "It looks like a big battle happened
here~www.mtlnovel.com~ Si Tingxue nodded: "Well, it should be destroyed. "

Lu Yuan found several Kamans in the distance, searching for something.

After seeing the three of Lu Yuan, the Kaman glanced at each other and then left

silently.

They searched in the ruins.

Because this ruin has existed for hundreds of thousands of years, it is almost integrated
with the mountains. The ruins are full of vines and giant trees, and there are many
beasts inhabiting.

The strength of the fierce beasts here are all Tier 3, just suitable for Tier 3 genetic

warriors.

No wonder Zhou Er will be here this week.

Even if you can't find any spiritual skills, you can hunt down fierce beasts to obtain
spiritual crystals and the like.

For the three of Lu Yuan, the Tier 3 fierce beast, unless it is the fierce beast king, does
not have a threat.

Their speed is very fast, among the ruins, patches of areas are looking for targets.

After half a day, the three of Lu Yuan suddenly heard the sound of fighting from a

distance.

The three of them looked at each other and ran over curiously.



Afterwards, they saw a sturdy yellow-haired kobold warrior confronting three Kamans

in the ruins. There were several Kaman corpses on the side, and their blood stained the
ground.

Although the three Kamans were also Tier 3, they were a little bit fierce and inwardly
facing this kobold.

"Kobold! We discovered this dimensional space door! What do you want to do?!"

The sturdy yellow-haired kobold gave a smirk: "What are you doing? Of course it's to
send you to see your companions."

He turned into a streamer and rushed towards the three Kamans.

A massacre.

And the three of Lu Yuan glanced at each other, showing a faint smile.

found it.

They have seen the photos, this guy is Zhou Er.
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